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Introduction
Background
Bilingual speakers need to resolve the parallel
activation of both languages all the time
(Colome, 2001; Kroll, Bobb, & Wodniecka, 2006).
Overtime they develop an exquisite mechanism
for cognitive control which bears cognitive
consequences in more general domain
(Bialystok, Craik, & Luk, 2012).

Ex-Gaussian Analysis
Ex-Gaussian distribution
• Results from the convolution of a Gaussian component and
an exponential component
• Provides good fit with skewed data which is typical in RT
studies
• Characterized by three parameters: Mu, Sigma, Tau
Mu parameter (μ)
• Reflects the leading edge, main body of the distribution
• Sensitive to condition manipulation
• Changes in μ results in shift of shape

While the bilingual advantage in the non-verbal
domain has been extensively investigated
(Hilchey & Klein, 2011), there is limited number
of studies that look at the control ability within a
language.

Balota, Yap, Cortese, & Watson, 2008
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M: monolingual English speakers
P: native English speaker who speak another language
fluently
B: English/Chinese, Chinese/English bilingual speakers
Semantic Blocking Paradigm (Damian, Vigliocco, &
Levelt, 2001)
• Cyclic presentation of pictures
• Same category (homogeneous)
• Different categories (heterogeneous)
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Classic finding: longer RT in homogeneous
condition due to stronger lexical-semantic
competition

Discussion

μ parameter
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• Significant interaction between condition and
group F (2, 70) = 3.50, p = .036.
• Monolinguals showed semantic blocking
effect, t (24) = 2.8, p = .01, whereas the other
two groups did not.
τ parameter
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Rationale
• If one group is better at resolving conflict than the other, they
should show smaller change in μ in different conditions.
• If one group is better at attentional control, they should have
fewer lapses of attention, i.e. smaller tails (τ) in all conditions.

A semantic blocking paradigm was used to index
the lexical competition resolution ability.
Response distributions were analysed using an
Ex-Gaussian analysis.

Monolingual

Gaussian
component

Tau parameter (τ)
• Captures the long responses, tail of the distribution
• Lapse of attention
• Changes in τ results in skew of tail

In this study, we asked whether bilingual
experience brings speakers advantages over
monolingual counterparts in terms of resolving
lexical competition within a single language.
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• Significant interaction between condition and
group F (2, 70) = 3.24, p = .045
• Monolinguals did not show semantic
blocking effect, where as Proficient L2
speakers had significant longer tails in
homogeneous condition t (22) = 3.28, p =
.003, as well as the bilinguals, t (24) = 3.29, p
= .003

All groups showed semantic blocking effect and
response distribution analysis showed that the
locus of the effect differs.
Monolinguals showed semantic blocking effect
in μ. i.e. average response time is slowed down
by the competitive semantic context in the
homogeneous group. Other two groups showed
no such effect suggest that they developed
superior ability to resolve lexical competition.
This is in line with the finding that proficient
bilinguals showed smaller μ effect than a less
proficient group (Tse & Altarriba, 2012).
Instead, two groups showed significant τ effect in
the homogeneous condition whereas
monolinguals were not affected. τ typically
reflects attentional control or lapse of attention.
This suggests that these two groups have
difficulty maintaining attention in the
homogeneous condition. τ on the other hand
could result from an initial wrong lexical
selection but corrected before articulated.
Therefore, the longer tail in the bilingual groups
could also possibly reflect a stronger suppression
mechanism. Since the non-selected items were
more strongly suppressed, it takes longer to
recover from that suppression. And this results
in a longer distribution tail.
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